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To become a girl from a battle shrine to defeat the enraged god Yusemi, the living god Koharu grew up in the Temple of Isshinden. She was promised that she might leave the temple when he became a full-fledged god. However, she runs away, wanting to see the boys. He meets Yajur, a serious boy practicing kendo,
and his cousin Haruchik. Together with Yatsutose, who came looking for Koharu, they are fighting Yusemi. Koharu finds out who her enemies are, as well as the secret of her birth. Eventually, he finds out who he really needs to destroy, the real enemies. Grandkids loved it. You do this for you, so while there are many of
the same templates for this book, it becomes uniquely your unique book. - Lady Sunshine Amazon Review Wikipedia list article Utopia's British conspiracy thriller television series aired on UK TV station Channel 4. Two series were created consisting of six episodes each. Series review Series Episodes Originally aired
First aired Last aired on 1 6 15 January 2013 19 February 2013 2 6 14 July 2014 12 August 2014 Episodes Series 1 (2013) No.overall Title Directed Original Air Date UK Viewers (in millions )final ratingsare source from BARB[1] 1Epizoda 1Marc MundenDennis Kelly15 January 2013 (2013-01-15)1.70 Five strangers from
an online strip forum agree to the meeting after one of them obtains possession of the original manuscript for an unpublished second volume of the iconic graphic the novel 'Utopia Experiments'. A mysterious organization known as the Network is on the lookout for a manuscript and a person named Jessica Hyde, and is
willing to kill to find both. As the three forum members - Ian, Becky and Wilson - meet in a pub, Bejan, which acquired the manuscript, two online followers, Arby and Lee, oppose and kill. The only witness to the murder is 11-year-old Grant, a fifth member, and when he escapes with the manuscript, the henchmen give
chase. Ian and Becky will soon discover they've been planted with crimes they didn't commit, while Wilson's hacking skills are attracting the attention of Arby and Lee. As the threesutter's lives begin to break, civil servant Michael Dugdale's world is also torn apart as he is blackmailed by the Network. Just as things seem
increasingly desperate for Ian, Becky and Wilson, they meet an enigmatic stranger: Jessica Hyde. [2] 2Epizoda 2Marc MundenDennis Kelly22 January 2013 (2013-01-22)1.45 Ian and Becky are forced to face the terrifying reality of life on the run. Jessica discovers that she is the daughter of the author of the Utopia
manuscript, and that she has been on the run most of her life. Ian and Jessica find an undercover CIA agent, directing them to a source known as the Tramp. Meanwhile, Dugdale was drawn deeper into the Network's conspiracy, learning they had insiders in major government intelligence agencies. Grant is finally joining
the group, having left the manuscript with a girl he recently met. 3Epizoda 3Marc MundenDennis Kelly29 January 2013 (2013-01-29)1.42 The group feels the full weight of the Network's strength when Grant was set up with a mass shooting at his school. They have no one to turn to, they are forced to create a new ally,
an MI5 agent named Milner. Arby finds out about Alice's position, and a gunfight ensues. [4] 4Epizoda 4Alex Garcia Lopez &amp; Wayne Che YipDennis Kelly5 February 2013 (2013-02-05)1.52 The group took refuge in a derelict house. Trying to decipher the secret meaning of handwriting, they learn that a global food
manufacturer may be involved in the spread of a new disease and that they intend to market a drug that works only on specific genetic profiles or races. Meanwhile, Alice is on the verge of a breakdown after her mother's death, and Ian and Becky's relationship is deepening. Dugdale's attempt to blackmail the Network
backfires. The group visits a man connected to the Network, intent on extracting information, but Alice kills him, believing he was responsible for her mother's death. [5] 5Epizoda 5Alex Garcia Lopez &amp; Wayne Che YipDennis Kelly12 February 2013 (2013-02-12)Less than 1.21 The group is trying to extract information
from its new hostage, Letts, which reveals that the Network plans to use the Russian flu vaccine as a vector for 'Janus', a engineered virus that will sterilize 95% of the human race, to avoid impending overcrowding disaster. Becky's drug supplier tightens the screws, demanding handwriting in exchange for future drugs,
putting her in a dilemma. Ian, Grant and Alice take the vaccine to Dugdale to provide ammunition against the Network, but Grant is arrested when Dugdale decides to call the police. [6] 6Epizoda 6Alex Garcia Lopez &amp; Wayne Che YipDennis Kelly19 February 2013 (2013-02-19)Less than 1.15 Letts' assistant tries to
draw with Janusu from Grant. Dugdale understands that Anya is a network agent and joins a group to try to prevent the vaccine from being deployed by arson in a transport destauthor. Just as the group believes Letts' assistant is actually Mr Rabbit, head of the Network, Wilson and Jessica are moving to kill him.
However, Wilson turns on Jessica, believing the Network's plan is necessary. Grant killed his assistant and gave Jessica time to stab Wilson before they could escape. With the vaccine destroyed and Mr Rabbit believed dead, the group is disbanded. Dugdale and his wife take Alice. Becky, Ian and Grant plan to go to the
Scottish Highlands. Jessica's arranging a meeting with Milner to hand over the manuscript. At the train station, Becky is having a seizure - one of the signs that Deel syndrome has begun to take effect. It's a distraction for the others to board the train on their own. During her encounter with Milner, Jessica realizes that she
is actually Mr Rabbit and burns the manuscript. Unprepared, Milner captures Jessica, discovering that the manuscript was nothing more than a tool to get her into the Net. Actually, her father hid. code for Janus in his greatest achievement – Jessica himself. Series 2 (2014) The second six-day Utopia series was
commissioned by Channel 4 and entered production in late 2013. [7] Kudos Film and Television announced that series 2 will air in July 2014, which it did. [8] No.overall Title Directed by Original Air Date UK Viewers (in millions) 7Epizoda 1Marc MundenDennis Kelly14 July 2014 (2014-07-14)0.90 Extended flashback to
the 1970s reveals the origin of the Network. Philip Carvel meets young Milner and, after discussing the beer overcrowding crisis, begins to get resources for him to develop Janus. While testing it on his reclusive son Pietre, he conducts a spooky experiment on a pet rabbit in an attempt to get an answer from the child. He
believes he failed until his pregnant wife bought Pietre a rabbit he was about to kill. Carvevel's wife kicked him out. A few months later she dies in childbirth, and Carvel raises his daughter Jessica on her own. Five years later, Carvel went rogue and adapted the formula to Janus. Milner and his assistant are desperate to
find out what he's changed and kill the few politicians Carvel wanted to help. Milner tortures Carvel, but he runs away and injects Janus into Jessica in secret. 8Epizoda 2Marc MundenDennis Kelly15 July 2014 (2014-07-15)0.79 Jessica is detained by the Network, which is trying to find out how Janus was changed. Grant
is believed to be dead and being cared for by Ian, who is looking for Becky. Arby tries to live a normal life with his girlfriend and her young daughter, until lee is found to be alive and threatens to return to the Network. Wilson now works for the Network. Becky and Donaldson meet an incomprehensible old man, Anton, who
is reportedly an expert on Deel syndrome. Ian and Grant find Becky, find her with Donaldson and Anton in storage just as the network arrives to kill Donaldson. Arby saves them and tells them to run. 9Epizoda 3Marc MundenDennis Kelly &amp; John Donnelly22 July 2014 (2014-07-22)0.65 The gang is on the run and
find a hacker, Ben, who shows them that russian flu is not invented but a real arming virus. Jessica escaped from the network's custody and found Dugdale. Ian and Becky realize anton philip carvel. They promise not to tell anyone, but Ian calls Milner, who is shocked to learn of Carvela's survival. Carvel sees the news
on TV and shouts in English that Janus is real. When Lee arrives at Ben's home later that night, ready to kill him and his family, he discovers that Arby has already killed them. Arby made a deal with Lee in exchange for Donaldson. 10Epizoda 4Sam Donovan [9]Dennis Kelly &amp; John Donnelly29 July 2014 (2014-0729)0.71 In America, a network sleeper agent gets his orders and delivers a hidden canister to a local airport before killing his family and himself. Ian goes looking for Dugdale, just to find an excited Jessica in his house, They sleep together. Before she's away, she hides her phone in her coat. Milner shows Wilson a
sleeper agent who, when ordered, will fly the plane and disperse the Russian flu throughout the United Kingdom, and explains that other agents will do the same. The worldwide pandemic will cause a rush for the vaccine, which will contain Janus. Becky tells Grant he's Anton Carvel, and they hire an interpreter to
understand him. They found out about the sleeper's resources and how the flu is ready to spread. Milner took Ian's brother and told Wilson to shoot him. Jen and Alice are hostages to the network to ensure Dugdale's cooperation. Jessica told him Milner was Mr Rabbit. Milner shows up, and Jessica almost shoots her
before Milner discovers her father is alive. Carvel tells them he changed Janus to preserve a certain race, but then Arby shows up and shoots the translator, and he's going to kill Ian and Becky before Grant stops him. Arby took Grant and Carvel. 11Epizoda 5Sam Donovan [10]Dennis Kelly5 August 2014 (2014-0805)TBD Network sleeper agent Terrence is activated, and packs several different passports and money into a bag. Arby's taking Grant and Carvel to the country. Jessica has Milner track the phone she put in Ian's coat pocket (worn by Grant), which leads them to Carvel. Ian and Becky are going to Dugdale to get
answers, but Wilson comes in and asks them where Milner is. Dugdale tells them about the phone, allowing Wilson to follow her. While Jessica can't get Carvel to reveal Janus' change, Milner makes him admit the truth: Janus' 'vaccine' doesn't work except for the Roma people, leaving everyone else to die of Russian flu.
Carvel shot Arby, and Jessica took him to safety. Wilson arrives and asks Milner if she ordered the release of the flu. He says he did, but then he uses Wilson's phone to order Terrence to act. Wilson intimidated her into reverse her order, but Grant killed Milner. 12Epizoda 6Sam Donovan [11]Dennis Kelly12 August 2014
(2014-08-12)TBD Group is trying to find out who Terrence is and where he will be. Becky is running out of pills and plans to commit suicide, spending her final hours with Ian. After two more sleeper agents in the United Kingdom are found dead, Leah realizes that Terrence is about to release the flu immediately. Ian and
Jessica cornered Terrence in the parking lot, where Ian killed him before opening the flu tank. Carvel tells Ian that the pills Becky takes are not medications, but just an addictive opiate, and she's perfectly fine. Ian rushes to tell Becky, but finds her unconscious after a suicide attempt. He revives her just as network agents
come and take them away. Wilson informs Dugdale that he has planned new ways for the Network to distribute Janus without a flu pandemic, and threatens his family to push him to continue working with the Network. Wilson killed Lee and carved a Chinese symbol for 'rabbit' on his At the hospital, Arby wakes up.
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